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European gas suppliers are cutting heavily to deliver a balance in 2020

Storage across Europe and Ukraine will be stretched – but can’t deliver enough market space

Short-term outlook – Europe gas

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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Throughout 2020, gas has outcompeted coal across Europe

Low gas prices have even lifted gas generation across Eastern Europe

Short-term outlook – Europe gas

Sources: Wood Mackenzie, ENTSO-E
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Lost Demand 2020 Demand

Non-power gas demand is concentrated in industry and commercial

The stringency of lockdown across different countries has determined losses

Short-term outlook – Europe gas

Source: Wood Mackenzie

A high proportion of 

residential gas demand 

makes UK gas demand 

relatively resilient

Some smaller markets with more 

stringent lockdowns have delivered 

the largest falls

Non-power: lost demand1 and forecast demand in 2020 

1 Lost Demand: Our forecast combines a ‘base’ forecast of demand assuming no coronavirus impact with an estimated ‘lockdown effect’. We monitor lockdown stringency and project 

possible path for easing of lockdown. Based on an assessment of demand reductions at various levels of lockdown stringency we apply coronavirus reductions to industrial and 

commercial demand based on lockdown stringency level. Lost demand is the difference between the forecast with coronavirus restrictions and a counterfactual without restrictions

Residential & other demand
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Map: major Russian gas export routes

Nord Stream 2 will allow Russia to bounce back quickly

Helping to offset the drop on the Ukraine ship-or-pay level

Short-term outlook – Europe gas

Source: Wood Mackenzie

NORD STREAM
Capacity: 55 bcma

Yamal-Europe
Capacity: 33 bcma

Ukraine transit
2021 ship-or-pay: 40 bcm

TURKSTREAM
Capacity: 31.5 bcma

NORD STREAM 2
Capacity: 55 bcma
Start-up: Q1 2021

Serbia -> Hungary
Start-up: Oct 2021

Bulgaria -> Serbia
Start-up: Jan 2021

Turkey -> Bulgaria
Start-up: Jan 2020

Russia flows to Europe

BLUE STREAM
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Piped suppliers have adapted quickly to balance the market – but competition with LNG 

suppliers will persist as demand recovers

Europe is beyond the worst of demand losses – bringing us towards normal levels by winter

Summer 2021 is finely balanced…

…If Gazprom can commission Nord Stream 2 by early 2021, and ramp-up quickly, it will be 

well placed to quickly recapture market share – at the expense of US LNG

Summary

woodmac.com
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Q&A

? Latest European gas reports and insights:

• Europe gas and power markets short-term outlook Q2 2020

• Coronavirus: Impact on European gas markets (5 June)

• Nord Stream 2 – subject to the EU gas market rules?

• UK summertime blues: coronavirus pushes gas market to 

deadlock

• European gas storage is overflowing – can Ukraine provide 

a lifeline?

Upcoming: 

• Europe gas long-term outlook H1 2020

▪ Powered by Global Gas Model Next Generation

woodmac.com
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Look forward to the H1 2020 outlook, powered by

Global Gas Model Next Generation
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Learn more about GGM NG & GGT NG

• Use GGM NG to build your own view of the global gas market and simulate 
“what if” scenarios

• Forecast gas prices, trade flows, infrastructure utilisation and when new 
supply and liquefaction projects will be brought online

• Run seasonal global gas market simulations under various supply, demand, 
storage and LNG infrastructure, contract sales and producer behavior 
assumptions using this web-based, cloud-hosted model

• With GGT NG you can query the base case outputs of the Global Gas 
Model Next Generation and tailor reports on gas production, demand, price, 
global flow and infrastructure utilisation to your needs

• Analyse and interpret results with a clear and comprehensive suite of 
output reports

and interrogate data using

Global Gas Tool Next Generation
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